The district camp in figures
All together 419 boy scouts and girl
guides were camping in Hohenlehen.
Amongst those were 108 WiWö, 129
GuSp, 44 CaEx, 14 RaRo, 76 leaders and
48 staff members.
400 kg of apples and 1.500 rolls were
eaten.
In total 600 litres of milk were used to
get this amount a cow would have been
milked for 24 days.
On the campsite 5 chainsaws, 15 notebooks, 1.5 km of cable, one Unimog
with a mobile cran, an auger drill and a
wireless-Lan network were in use.
To set up the camp (i.e. the festivity
tent) 1.600 m2 plastic cover were used.
This compares to 23 average flats.

Two languages were spoken at the
camp: English and German.

The planning started 480 days before
the camp was opened.

Some 5.000 pieces of paper were
printed in the administration bus. This
corresponds to a distance of 2 km.

If one would add on all the screws that
were used at the camp, this would be
higher than St. Stephans church in
Vienna.

10 km of string were used at the camp.
This amount would run all the way to
Hollenstein around the church and back
to the camp ground.
At the Yoland ´09 logo 16 tents are
indicated.
One leg of a boy scout had to be put in
plaster.
The weight of the nails that were used,
equals the weight of all killed flies and
wasps – 5 kg.

The whole infrastructure of the camp
was set up in 1.000 working hours. If a
single worker would have done this job
it would have taken him more than 6
months.
There were idle rumours that we had
ran out of Manner-Schnitten. This was
terribly wrong. In total 3.200 packs of
Manner were given out to the participants. This is an average of 8 packs per
person.

That was YOLAND ´09!
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We are Yoland! We are Scouts!
„Des Laund is Yoland, des Laund is
mei Land‘. This was the song from
the Yoland camp in 1999. Ten years after 420 Scouts kept this
tradition of a district camp alive.
293 from WiWö to RaRo and 78
leaders and 48 staff. They camped together from August 6th to
15th. 96 tents were set up on the
Hohenlehen high school campus.
The scout groups came from:
Hollenstein, Waidhofen, Ybbsitz,
Kematen, Aschbach, Neuhofen,
Amstetten, Wallsee and Pöchlarn.
Also a group from England, the
Wyke Rangers from Weymouth
joined. The English guests think
the camp is amazing. Romana from
the CaEx Pöchlarn says: “this camp
is very exciting because it is a districted camp. Peter and Marlene
from the CaEx Neuhofen think

it is amusing. A great districted
camp Yoland ‛09 is ending. The
participants will come home with

Heroes from the Kitchen
They probably had the longest
working days of all the participants of the camp. But they were
always in a really good mood. From
early morning to late at night they
worked right next to the camp in
the schloss. Under the supervi-

sion of Andrea Kirchdorfer the
Guildscouts prepared amazing food.
Amazing was the tasty pork roast
and apricot dumplings that were
sweet. In the night shifts they
prepared the hiking food packages
and the breakfast. Even before the
camp, the chef
created for 20
participants‛ vegetarian and lactose free meal
ideas. All participants will leave
Yoland
2009
with several extra kilos. We will
give to the chefs
3 golden cooking
spoons for their
efforts.

stories from long hikes, crime investigations, great adventures and
some crafts from the workshops.

The Camp Leaders say….

After 2 years of preparation we have
finished: The district camp 2009 took
place. Thanks to the 400 participants
and helpers from all the 10 groups in
the districts the camp we dreamed of
took place. We thank everyone that
helped by giving their ideas, hard
work, skills, free time and holidays.
This great cooperation on a district level is not always there, it is something
that some districts dream of. Therefore we can be proud of our district.
Kathi Stelzmüller & Günter Reichenpfader

